
Take up valuable time or space in our lives
Affect how we feel about ourselves
Affect our relationships
Affect our focus and productivity
Cause stress and impact our mood
Feel overwhelming

Nothing is impossible, the word itself says I'm Possible! 
- Audrey Hepburn

What is Clutter?
Clutter is a collection of things lying about in an 'untidy state' -
Google. It's an accumulation of stuff that affects the way you feel
about yourself and your home.

Why is it a Problem?
We all have different preferences and tolerances but it becomes a
problem when it impacts how you live and how you feel. I can:

You Can Change This!
If you're struggling to free yourself of the things that are cluttering up
your home, you're not alone. It's easy to acquire things, but harder to
release them. You may struggle with the time, motivation or decisions.
The good news is it is possible to get decluttering.  

Get Started:
Home Decluttering
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How to Prepare

When you feel overwhelmed or are worried about facing things with
lots of memories taking a step back and a moment to plan how you are
going to manage the work really helps.

Begin by considering these points:

Why do I want to declutter my home? (My Goal)

What will I/we gain from decluttering?

Who needs to be involved?

Where am I going to focus first?

How? - the steps in my plan are...

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Commit time - go on! Block some time out in your diary now
Plan disposal - diarise time, find charity shops, get bags ready
Plan the environment - music, open the windows, use essential
oils, plan a little reward

Expect to take time, remember your goal and persevere
Start easy and eat the elephant in small chunks
Recognise progress - before and after pictures help with this

How to Prepare

You know what you want to do, now let's make sure you set your self
up for success.

You will need to:

Mindset:
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Keep 
Sell/Donate
Recycle/Bin

Making Decisions
Work by category, such as books, DVDs, or work your way around a
room in small sections such as each drawer, shelf, cupboard. Review
the items you find and divide them into:

You could ask yourself:
- Do I love it?
- Do I use it?
- When did I last use it?

If you worry you may need it in future..
- Am I going to use it in the foreseeable future?
- Does the cost of keeping the item outweigh the benefit of freeing
myself of the item?
- How does this item support and represent me as I am today?

Notes
Make notes of any other ideas that you'd like to try below.
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Your Plan
Let's get your started with your decluttering project!
Create your plan of action below. I've started you off with an example.

First area of focus:

Where:                                                   I'll do this by:
Cutlery Drawer                     Friday 11am
Utensils Pot                         Saturday lunchtime

First area of focus:

Where:                                 I'll do this by: 
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Practical Home Decluttering & Organising
Support 

Decluttering and organising the Midlands and beyond.
I'm on a mission to help as many people as possible to create calmer,
more organised homes because I know it makes such a difference to

creating a happier life.
 

I'm your practical friend here to support with ideas, encouragement and
hands-on help to get the job done so that you can focus on what's

important. 
 

If you'd like to chat more about how I can help you with your organising
challenges, please get in touch.

 
 

Laura Williams
Founder and Professional Organiser 

 
laura@organisedwell.co.uk

+44 (0)7970 989955
www.organisedwell.co.uk
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